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Recently the shallow water magnetohydrodynamic~SMHD! equations have been proposed for
describing the dynamics of nearly incompressible conducting fluids for which the evolution is nearly
two-dimensional~2D! with magnetohydrostatic equilibrium in the third direction. In the present
paper the properties of the SMHD equations as a nonlinear system of hyperbolic conservation laws
are described. Characteristics and Riemann invariants are studied for 1D unsteady and 2D steady
flow. Simple wave solutions are derived, and the nonlinear character of the wave modes is
investigated. The¹•(h B)50 constraint and its role in obtaining a regularized Galilean invariant
conservation law form of the SMHD equations is discussed. Solutions of the Rankine–Hugoniot
relations are classified and their properties are investigated. The derived properties of the wave
modes are illustrated by 1D numerical simulation results of SMHD Riemann problems. A Roe-type
linearization of the SMHD equations is given which can serve as a building block for accurate
shock-capturing numerical schemes. The SMHD equations are presently being used in the study of
the dynamics of layers in the solar interior, but they may also be applicable to problems involving
the free surface flow of conducting fluids in laboratory and industrial environments. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379045#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the equations of ‘‘shallow water’’ magnetoh
drodynamics~SMHD! have been proposed by Gilman1 in the
context of the study of the global dynamics of the solar
chocline, which is a thin layer in the solar interior at the ba
of the solar convection zone. The SMHD system is a m
netohydrodynamic~MHD! analog to the classical shallow
water equations,2–4 and describes the dynamics of nearly i
compressible conducting fluids for which the evolution
nearly two-dimensional~2D! with magnetohydrostatic equi
librium in the third direction. Gilman1 gives a brief phenom-
enological derivation of the SMHD equations, and sketc
some of their general properties. To his and our best kno
edge these equations had not been studied before. Pres
the use of the SMHD equations in various applications
being explored. Dikpati and Gilman5 have studied the pro
lateness of the solar tachocline using the SMHD equatio

In the present paper we derive the basic properties
SMHD as a nonlinear system of hyperbolic conservat
laws. The SMHD system indeed belongs to the class of s
metric hyperbolic systems,6,7 like the Euler equations and th
full MHD equations.6,8–11An extensive general theory exis
for symmetric hyperbolic systems, which describes th
characteristic decomposition in wave modes, and the pro
ties of discontinuous solutions including shocks. We ap
this theory to the recently proposed SMHD equations.

Many modern numerical schemes for hyperbolic cons
vation laws, including, e.g., the Roe scheme,34 heavily rely
on decomposition of the dynamics into characteristic wa

a!Electronic mail: hans.desterck@wis.kuleuven.ac.be
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modes,3,4,12and the theory derived in this paper can serve
the basis for formulating schemes of this type for the SMH
equations. In the Appendix of the present paper a Roe-t
linearization34 of the SMHD equations is given which ca
serve as a building block for accurate shock-capturing
merical schemes.

The derived properties of the wave modes are illustra
by one-dimensional~1D! numerical simulation results o
SMHD Riemann problems. In a rotating system some of
properties of the SMHD wave modes are changed as c
pared to the system without rotation. The properties
SMHD waves in a rotating system are discussed in Sche
et al.13 Throughout the paper the SMHD system is compa
to the full MHD system, and similarities and differences
the theoretical properties6–11,14–18are pointed out.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A. Primitive form of the SMHD equations

The equations of SMHD~Ref. 1! describing the tempo-
ral evolution of the primitive variables V
5(h,vx ,vy ,Bx ,By)

T are given by

]h

]t
1¹•~h v!50,

]v

]t
1~v•“ !v2~B•“ !B1g “h50,

~1!
]B

]t
1~v•¹!B2~B•¹!v50,

¹•~h B!50.
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Hereh is the height of the conducting fluid,vx andvy are the
components of the fluid velocity vectorv, andBx andBy are
the components of the magnetic field vectorB. These five
state variables are functions of timet and spatial coordinate
x and y. The parameterg is the magnitude of the gravita
tional acceleration. The evolution equations are supp
mented with a divergence constraint¹•(hB)50. The evolu-
tion equations are such that this constraint rema
automatically satisfied at later times if it is satisfied at
initial time.

As is shown by Gilman,1 the SMHD equations~1! can
be derived from the full MHD equations by integration in th
z direction under the assumptions of incompressibility,
variation of the flow variables, and magnetohydrostatic eq
librium in the z direction,

]

]z S p1
B2

2 D5r g,

p1
B2

2
5r g z, ~2!

E
0

hS p1
B2

2 D dz5r g
h2

2
.

The derivation of SMHD from MHD is analogous to th
derivation of the shallow water equations from the Eu
equations.3

B. Conservation law form of the SMHD equations

Using the¹•(hB)50 constraint, the SMHD equation
~1! can be recast in the form of a system of conservat
laws, as a function of the conserved variablesU
5(h,mx ,my ,fx ,fy)

T5(h,h vx ,h vy ,h Bx ,h By)
T,

]

]t F h
hv
hB

G1¹•F hv
hvv2hBB1I~gh2/2!

hvB2hBv
G50. ~3!

Tensor notation is used here, with for instance thei , j th com-
ponent of Bv given by (Bv) i , j5v i Bj . This form of the
equations explicitly shows that the temporal variation of
conserved quantities is balanced by the divergence of a

C. Application to physical plasmas

The SMHD equations have been proposed by Gilman1 in
the context of the study of the global dynamics of the so
tachocline. The tachocline is a thin layer of the solar inter
making the transition between the convection zone, wh
rotates in a differential way, and the uniformly rotating r
diative interior.19 Helioseismic observations show that th
tachocline has a thickness between 2% and 5% of the s
radius. It is widely believed that a toroidal field of at lea
105 G, generated by action of the solar dynamo, is presen
this layer. This field may well be the source for sunsp
fields. It is believed that the formation of sunspots in t
11-year solar cycle is related to the instability of this stro
toroidal magnetic field in the differentially rotating ta
chocline. Gilman1 and Schecteret al.13 argue that the SMHD
equations are a good model to study the stability of
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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chocline differential rotation and the propagation of waves
the tachocline layer. Indeed, the tachocline is believed to
stably stratified, and consequently its global disturban
should be nearly hydrostatic@Eq. ~2!#, since their horizontal
scale is large compared with the thickness of the tachocli1

The shallow water approximation has been exploited
great advantage for studying the global dynamics of
Earth’s atmosphere and oceans.20 Because of its stable strat
fication, global differential rotation imposed by the conve
tion zone above, and its thin vertical extent, the solar
chocline is similar to both the ocean and the atmosphere1 In
the solar tachocline, but also in many other astrophys
processes, magnetic fields play an important dynamical
in addition to the hydrodynamic processes that are act
Gilman1 anticipates that the SMHD equations may play
role for tachocline-type astophysical problems that is sim
to the role played by the shallow water equations for desc
ing the Earth’s atmosphere and oceans. As a first applica
Dikpati and Gilman5 have studied the prolateness of the so
tachocline using the SMHD equations, and the same aut
are presently studying the magnetohydrodynamic instab
of the tachocline differential rotation using the SMHD equ
tions. Many astrophysical systems are rotating. The prop
ties of SMHD waves in a rotating system are discussed
Schecteret al.13

The SMHD equations may also be applicable to pro
lems involving the free surface flow4 of conducting fluids in
laboratory and industrial environments. It is easy to imag
how a bow shock may form in the flow of a superson
conducting shallow fluid around a conducting obstacle,
how flow of a conducting shallow fluid around a corner m
result in a stationary simple wave expansion similar to
Prandtl-Meyer fan of gas dynamics.21 The SMHD equations
and the hyperbolic theory to be described in this paper m
apply to such experimental configurations. Describing su
shallow free surface flows by the reduced set of SMH
equations has obvious advantages in terms of computati
cost and model complexity over solving the full 3D MH
equations with a gravitational term in a coupled model w
explicit description of the free surface interface.

III. HYPERBOLIC THEORY OF THE 1D
TIME-DEPENDENT SMHD SYSTEM

A. SMHD as a hyperbolic system

A first order nonlinear system ofn coupled equations in
quasi-linear form with two independent variablesx and t is
described by

]V

]t
1A~V!•

]V

]x
50, ~4!

and is hyperbolic in stateV if a complete eigenvector de
composition ofA(V) exists and all the eigenvalues ofA(V)
are real. The eigenvalues determine the slopes of the cha
teristic curves inxt space.

We write Eq.~1!, with ]/]y[0, in this quasilinear form
and obtain
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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A5F vx h 0 0 0

g vx 0 2Bx 0

0 0 vx 0 2Bx

0 2Bx 0 vx 0

0 0 2Bx 0 vx

G . ~5!

We remark that the conservation law form Eq.~3! can also
be written in quasilinear form, with matrixAC given by the
Jacobian matrix of the conservative flux.

The eigenvalues ofA in Eq. ~5! are

l1,25vx7cax , l3,45vx7cgx , l55vx , ~6!

with

cax5Bx , ~7!

cgx5ABx
21g h. ~8!

The rowsL i of matrix

L5F 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 21 0 1

2g ABx
21g h 0 Bx 0

2g 2ABx
21g h 0 Bx 0

Bx 0 0 h 0

G ~9!

are left eigenvectors ofA, and the columnsRi of matrix

R5F 0 0 2h 2h Bx

0 0 ABx
21g h 2ABx

21g h 0

1 21 0 0 0

0 0 Bx Bx g

1 1 0 0 0

G ~10!

are right eigenvectors. The eigenvectors are linearly indep
dent. The eigenvectorsL i andRi can be normalized such tha
Ln•Rn5I, with normalization factors 1/& for i 51,2,
1/A2 (Bx

21g h) for i 53,4, and 1/ABx
21g h for i 55.

The SMHD system has thus five wave modes, and as
the eigenvalues ofA are real and the eigenvectors are li
early independent, the system is hyperbolic for all statesV.
The eigenvalues do not coincide, except in the void s
(h50). Therefore the SMHD system is strictly hyperbol
like the Euler and shallow water systems, but unlike
MHD system, which is non-strictly hyperbolic.10,11,17,18,22

B. Properties of the SMHD wave modes

Characteristic variablesW can now be defined by

]W5Ln•]V,
~11!

]V5Rn•]W.

The magnitudes of the perturbations in the characteri
variablesW correspond to the strength of the respect
wave modes. A given perturbation of the primitive variab
V corresponds to an excitation of the characteristic w
modesW in a way which is determined by the matrix of le
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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eigenvectorsL. A given perturbation]wi in characteristic
wave modei corresponds to a perturbation of the primitiv
vectorV given by]V5Ri ]wi .

Wave modes 1 and 2 are called Alfve´n waves due to
their close resemblance to the MHD Alfve´n waves. As can
be seen from inspectingR1 andR2 , the Alfvén waves carry
only perturbations invy andBy , the vector components per
pendicular to the direction of propagation.

Wave modes 3 and 4 are gravity waves that are modi
by magnetic forces, and are called magnetogravity wav
They carry perturbations in the longitudinal field comp
nents, and in the height.

Wave mode 5 is a spurious mode which cannot carry
wave strength. This can be seen as follows. The¹•(hB)
50 constraint translates to the condition that](hBx)50 for
any wave perturbation. If mode 5 would have a perturbat
strength]w5 , then corresponding perturbations inh andBx

would be ]h5Bx ]w5 and ]Bx5g ]w5 . This would mean
that ](h Bx)5(g h1Bx

2) ]w5 , which means that the diver
gence constraint is satisfied only for vanishing wa
strength,](h Bx)50⇔]w550. Wave mode 5 is thus a spu
rious mode. It can easily be seen that the other modes sa
the divergence constraint. Mode 5 is completely analogou
the 8th MHD wave mode, the so-called divergence wave,23,24

which in MHD too is forbidden to carry any wave streng
due to the divergence constraint. As in MHD, the spurio
wave can be eliminated by considering a reduced system
instance by eliminatingBx as a variable using the fact tha
hBx is constant in space and time for 1D flow. We did not
this in this section, because we want our formalism to
generally applicable to 2D flows and numerical schemes
which there is no preferred direction.

In Eq. ~6!, cax and cgx are the phase speeds of th
SMHD Alfvén and magnetogravity waves, respective
which both depend on the directionx—they areanisotropic.
These wave speeds satisfy the property

cgx>ucaxu, ~12!

for any directionx.

C. Phase and group velocities

The group velocitiesvgr of the SMHD wave modes can
be derived from the phase velocitiesvph ~which are oriented
along the propagation directionk! using the following rela-
tions:

vph5
v

k
,

vph5vph

k

k
, ~13!

vgr5S ]v

]kx
,

]v

]ky
D .

Without loss of generality we derive expressions for t
group velocities for the case that the magnetic field is align
with the x-axis, B5(Bx,0). For the Alfvén mode this leads
to
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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vph,a57 Bx

kx

k
,

~14!vgr,a5~7 Bx ,0!,

while for the magnetogravity wave mode we find

vph,g57AS Bx

kx

k D 2

1g h,

vgr,g

57S kx ~Bx
21g h!

A~Bx
21g h! kx

21g h ky
2

,
ky g h

A~Bx
21g h! kx

21g h ky
2D .

~15!

In Fig. 1 the phase velocity vectors~thin! and group velocity
vectors~thick! of the Alfvén and magnetogravity modes a
plotted for k going through the positions of a rotating un
vector~for h51, v50, Bx51, By50, andg51!. The phase
velocity diagrams~thin! are also called wave normal dia
grams, and the group velocity diagrams~thick! are called ray
surface diagrams. The Alfve´n wave has wave normal dia
grams of circular shape, and the ray surface diagrams de
erate into points in the direction of the magnetic fieldBx .
This is entirely analogous to the MHD Alfve´n wave. For the
magnetogravity mode the wave normal and ray surface
grams have shapes similar to each other, analogous to
case of the fast MHD wave. For Euler sound waves the
diagrams would coincide because sound waves are isotro
For propagation along the magnetic field the magnetogra
wave speeds equalABx

21g h, but for propagation perpen
dicular to the magnetic field the magnetogravity waves
generate into classical gravity waves and their speed drop
the gravity wave speedAg h.

D. Riemann invariants

From the left eigenvectors Riemann invariants can
derived. Riemann invariants are constant on their associ
characteristic curves. There can thus be at mostn Riemann
invariants for ann3n hyperbolic system. A Riemann invar
ant x i exists for modei if functions x i and a i can can be
found, both functions of the components ofV, such that
L i•]V5L i•(]h,]vx ,]vy ,]Bx ,]By)

T5a i ]x i . a i is called
the integrating factor. Knowledge of Riemann invariants
useful for various purposes. Riemann invariants can for

FIG. 1. Wave normal diagrams~with phase velocities, thin! and ray surface
diagrams~with group velocities, thick! for the SMHD Alfvén and magne-
togravity modes.
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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stance be used to measure grid convergence25 for flows for
which the analytical solution is not fully known.

For modes 1, 2, and 5 the following Riemann invarian
can be found:

L1•]V5]~uy1By!,

L2•]V5]~2uy1By!, ~16!

L5•]V5Bx ]h1h ]Bx5]~h Bx!.

For modes 3 and 4 the expressions seem complic
and at first sight Riemann invariants cannot be deriv
However, the expressions can be rewritten@Eq. ~17!# such
that they contain only two variables—hBx is a constant—and
a general theorem says that in this case an integrating fa
can be found, such that we have proven that the Riem
invariants exist for modes 3 and 4,

L3•]V52g]h1ABx
21g h ]u1Bx]Bx

;2A~hBx!
21g h3 ]h1h2]u,

~17!
L4•]V52g]h2ABx

21g h ]u1Bx]Bx

;2A~hBx!
21g h3 ]h2h2]u.

E. Linearity properties of the SMHD wave modes

Wave solutions associated with genuinely nonline
wave modes14 steepen or rarefy. Steepening or rarefacti
for a genuinely nonlinear wave modei occurs because th
wave speed varies in phase space along the integral curv
the right eigenvector associated with the mode~¹l i•RiÞ0,
with ¹ the gradient inV-space!. Linearly degenerate waves
for which ¹l i•Ri[0, do not steepen nor rarify, such th
wave profiles of arbitrary amplitude are convected as a p
sive scalar with the~constant! wave speed.

SMHD wave modes 1, 2, and 5 are linearly degener
waves, as¹l1•R1[0, ¹l2•R2[0 and ¹l5•R5[0. The
magnetogravity modes, however, are genuinely nonline
as ¹l3•R353 g h /(2 ABx

21g h)Þ0 and ¹l4•R4

523 g h /(2 ABx
21g h)Þ0. Compressional magnetogravit

modes can steepen into shocks~see below!. A formula for
the steepening time of compressional magnetogravity SM
waves is derived in Ref. 13.

It is important to note that¹l3•R3 and¹l4•R4 do not
change sign, which means that modes 3 and 4 are con
modes, such that compound shocks do not occur.3 This is in
contrast to the fast and slow MHD waves, which a
nonconvex,10,11,26such that compound shocks occur in MH
flows.

F. Simple SMHD waves

Simple waves14 are flow solutions that only depend o
one independent variablej, V(x,t)5V(j(x,t)). The func-
tion j(x,t) defines curvesj(x,t)5c, on which V(x,t) is
constant. It can easily be seen, by using the conservation
that the slope of those curvesj(x,t)5c has to be an eigen
value of the flux Jacobian,dx/dt5l i(V), and that the de-
rivative of the simple wave state vector has to be prop
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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tional to the associated right eigenvector,dV/dj;Ri . As
the stateV is constant on those curves, and their slope
pends only on the state, the curvesj(x,t)5c are straight
lines and are actually thei -characteristic curves in thext
plane. In an i -simple wave thei -characteristics are thu
straight lines.

A special class of simple waves are the so-called c
tered simple waves,3 for which the parameterj is given by
j5x/t. The slope of the straight characteristics is given
dx/dt5x/t5j, such that those characteristics originate
one central point. A Riemann problem is an initial val
problem in which initially a discontinuity separates consta
left and right states~see below!. Centered simple waves an
propagating shocks are the two building blocks of Riema
problem solutions.

Simple waves can also be characterized by the varia
of flow variables as a function of one of the primitive va
ables, i.e., we can takej5Vi(x,t). In particular we make the
choicej5h(x,t) below.

It can easily be proven that for simple waves associa
with linearly degenerate modesi , ]l i /]t[0 and ]l i /]x
[0. This means that thei -characteristics are all parallel i
the simple wave, and that any profile;Ri is a simple wave,
without any steepening or rarefying occurring.

For the genuinely nonlinear magnetogravity wave mo
4, simple waves satisfy

]

]j F h
vx

vy

Bx

By

G5a F 2h

2ABx
21g h
0
Bx

0

G . ~18!

This shows thatvy and By remain constant throughout th
simple wave. The other primitive variablesvx andBx can be
expressed in terms ofh by using the divergence constrai
](h Bx)/]j[0, and the expression

vx5E A~h Bx!
21g h3

h2 dh. ~19!

This offers a closed analytical solution for a SMHD simp
magnetogravity wave, as the integral can be expressed
function of elliptic integrals.

For the special case of a centered3 simple magnetograv
ity wave the analytical solution is completed by the follow
ing relation between the parameterj and the state variableh:

j5E 3 g h

A~h Bx!
21g h3

dh. ~20!

IV. HYPERBOLIC THEORY OF THE STATIONARY 2D
SMHD SYSTEM

A general quasilinear time-dependent system ofn first
order partial differential equations in two space dimensio
is described by

]V

]t
1A~V!•

]V

]x
1B~V!•

]V

]y
50, ~21!
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with V a vector of dependent variables andA and B n3n
matrices. This system reduces to a system with two indep
dent variables for the case of a 1D time-dependent fl
(]/]y[0) and for the case of a 2D steady flow (]/]t[0).
In the first case, the last term of Eq.~21! vanishes, and the
procedure which was outlined above can be used to study
characteristic structure of the equations. In the second c
the first term of Eq.~21! vanishes, and one can examine t
characteristic properties of the equation,

]V

]x
1A21

•B•
]V

]y
50, ~22!

leading to characteristic analysis in thexy plane. The eigen-
values and left eigenvectors of the matrixC[A21

•B again
determine the type of the system, the characteristic direct
in the xy plane, and the Riemann invariants.6–8,11

For the SMHD equations, the eigenvalues of matrixC
are given by

l1,25
By7vy

Bx7vx
,

l3,45
Bx By2vx vy

~Bx
22vx

21g h!

7
A~BxBy2vxvy!22~Bx

22vx
21gh!~By

22vy
21gh!

~Bx
22vx

21g h!
,

~23!

l55
vy

vx
.

These eigenvalues, when they are real, determine the sl
of the characteristics in thexy plane. The first two eigenval
ues are always real, so the associated characteristic field
hyperbolic. The eigenvaluesl1,2 are associated with the Al
fvén modes, and they determine characteristic directi
such that perpendicularly to the characteristicsv'5ca' .

Eigenvaluesl3,4 are associated with the magnetograv
modes, and are such thatv'5cg' perpendicularly to the
characteristics. These characteristic fields can be hyperb
or elliptic, depending on the state. When the velocity vec
lies outside the ray surface diagram~Fig. 1!, the characteris-
tic fields are hyperbolic, andxy characteristics can be dete
mined by drawing tangents to the ray surface.6–8 Like in the
MHD case, simple analytic conditions for hyperbolicity ca
be found for the case of steady field–aligned flow, for whi
v5a B. In this case eigenvaluesl3,4 are real whenvx

21vy
2

.Bx
21By

21g h, which is a condition analogous to the supe
sonic condition for hyperbolicity in the case of the Eul
equations.

Mode 5 is always hyperbolic, and its characteristics
the streamlines of the steady flow. The associated left eig
vector is given by L55(By vx2Bx vy ,h By ,2h Bx ,
2h vy ,h vx), and the associated Riemann invariant is fou
by consideringL5•]V5](h(By vx2Bx vy)). Inspection of
the steady equations shows that this Riemann invari
which is proportional to thez component of the electric field
Ez , is actually a global invariant over the wholexy domain.
It can be used to eliminate one state variable from the ste
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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equations, as in the 2D MHD case. It also follows that
steady flow, if the magnetic and velocity fields are aligned
one point of the flow field (Ez50), then they have to be
aligned everywhere. This is a manifestation of the ‘‘froze
in’’ property of ideal SMHD flows, analogous to the sam
property of full ideal MHD.

Expressions for the left and right eigenvectors are co
plicated. We did not find other Riemann invariants. Expr
sions for stationary simple waves could in principle be d
rived from the right eigenvectors,9 but we did not attempt
this complicated exercise.

V. DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS

Systems of hyperbolic conservation laws allow for d
continuous solutions, which have to satisfy the Rankin
Hugoniot jump relations.3,6,7 Discontinuous solutions of the
SMHD equations can be classified as follows.

We consider discontinuous solutions with variation
thex direction. The SMHD flux function in thex direction is
given by

Fx5F hvx

hvx
21gh2/22hBx

2

hvxvy2hBxBy

0
hByvx2hBxvy

G . ~24!

The Rankine–Hugoniot condition in the coordinate fram
that moves with the shock is given byFx15Fx2 , with indi-
ces 1 and 2 denoting the states on the two sides of the
continuity. For SMHD the divergence constraint leads to
additional condition (hBx)15(hBx)2 .

For convenience we introduce a new set of state v
ablesm,f,t,vy ,By related to the primitive variables by

m5hvx ,

f5hBx , ~25!

t5
1

h
.

The jump relations then read

^m&50,

^f&50,

m2^t&1
g

2 K 1

t2L 2f2^t&50, ~26!

m^vy&2f^By&50,

m^By&2f^vy&50,

with the notational convention̂m&5m22m1 , etc.
We classify the solutions of these conditions in two ma

categories.
~A! f25m2:

In this case^t&50, such that̂ h&50, ^vx&50 and
^Bx&50. Then it follows that on both sides of the discon
nuity vx56Bx . This means that this type of discontinui
propagates with the Alfve´n velocity. One of the jumpŝvy&
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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or ^By& can be chosen arbitrarily, with the other jump fo
lowing from ^vy&56^By&. The jump is thus proportional to
the right eigenvectors of the Alfve´n modes. We call this type
of discontinuity an Alfvén discontinuity. In fact, this Alfve´n
discontinuity is just a special case of the simple wave so
tion associated with the Alfve´n wave. Because this wave i
linearly degenerate, any profile proportional to the rig
eigenvectors is advected as a simple wave without stee
ing. The Alfvén discontinuity is just such a profile that hap
pens to be discontinuous. The characteristics are paralle
this discontinuity on the two sides.

~B! f2Þm2:
In this case the discontinuities have to satisfym2^t&

1g/2^1/t2&2f2^t&50. It follows that^h&Þ0, ^vx&Þ0 and
^Bx&Þ0, while ^vy&50 and^By&50. These discontinutities
are associated with the genuinely nonlinear magneto-gra
modes, and can be formed through steepening. Therefor
call them shocks. The characteristics are not parallel to
shocks on the two sides. Shocks are stable when the cha
teristics enter into the shocks.

We can consider two limiting cases:
~B1! m50 andfÞ0:
In this casevx50 on the two sides of the shock, suc

that there is no mass flow through the shock.
~B2! mÞ0 andf50:
In this caseBx50 on the two sides. The magnetic fie

does not change through the shock, so we call it a hydro
namic shock.

We further investigate the shock solutions. For conv
nience we define

a5
g h

2
1AS g h

2 D 2

1g h b,

~27!
b52 ~vx

22Bx
2!.

The state variables on side 2 can then be expressed in t
of the variables on side 1 as

h2

h1
5

b1

a1
,

vx2

vx1
5

a1

b1
,

~28!
Bx2

Bx1
5

a1

b1
,

cgx2
2 5cgx1

2
a1

2

b1
2 1g h1S b1

a1
2

a1
2

b1
2D .

Given a state 1 with heighth1 , we now investigate if a
state 2 with positive heighth2 can be found such that th
jump relations are satisfied. We distinguish two cases.

~1! m2.f2:
In this case one positive root exists forh2 .
~2! m2,f2:
In this case no positive roots exists forh2 .
We conclude that on both sides of a shockm2.f2. This

means that the flow is super-Alfve´nic on both sides.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Now we investigate the relation of the fluid speed a
the magnetogravity wave speed on the two sides of
shock. If the fluid speed is greater than the wave speed
call the state supersonic. Let us assume that on one sid
the shock, say in state 1, the state is subsonic. We wan
prove that the flow is then necessarily supersonic on
other side~state 2!.

It can easily be derived that the subsonic conditionvx1

,ABx1
2 1g h1 in state 1 is equivalent to 2g h1.b1 , or also

to a1.b1 . We investigate whethervx2.ABx2
2 1g h2. By

the equivalences given above this condition correspond
2 g h1 b1

2/a1
3,1. This inequality can be proved usin

2 g h1.b1 and the expression fora that was given in Eq.
~27!.

We conclude that for an SMHD shock the state is s
sonic on one side, and supersonic on the other side.
small-amplitude shocks this has been proven in genera
Lax14 for any strictly hyperbolic system. Our derivatio
proves that this property holds for SMHD shocks with ar
trary amplitude. The states on both sides of the shock hav
be super-Alfve´nic. This means that exactly one family o
characteristics converges into stable SMHD shocks.
shocks are thus of the classical Lax-type.14 So-called over-
compressive shocks, in which more characteristics conve
do not occur in the SMHD system. This is contrary to t
case of full MHD, for which the so-called intermedia
shocks are overcompressive shocks, which are unstab
the ideal case.8–10,17,18,27

Together with the analytical solution for SMHD simp
waves that was derived above, the explicit solutions of
SMHD Rankine–Hugoniot relations that were presented h
@including Eq. ~28!# form the building blocks for the full
analytical solution of all SMHD Riemann problems.

VI. GALILEAN INVARIANT CONSERVATION LAW
FORM WITH SOURCE TERM

Analogous to the case of full MHD,10,15,23,24,28the flux
given in Eq.~24!, which derives from the strict conservatio
law form Eq. ~3!, leads to a singular Jacobian matrix wi
eigenvaluel550. For various reasons, to be discussed
more detail below, this is undesirable. Like in MHD, a reg
lar Jacobian matrix can be obtained for the SMHD equati
in conservative variables by including a source term prop
tional to the divergence constraint,

]

]t F h
hv
hB

G1¹•F hv
hvv2h BB1I~gh2/2!

hBv2hvB
G52F 0

B
v
G¹•~hB!.

~29!

The source term, which in the MHD case is called the Pow
source term,23,24 is proportional to¹•(hB). The source term
regularizes the flux Jacobian, such thatl55vx , without
changing the eigenvectors.

Adding the regularizing source term has several adv
tages.

First, it makes the equations Galilean invariant, a
when the divergence constraint is not exactly satisfied.
deed, for Galilean invariance all eigenvalues should be tra
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formed when transforming to a new reference frame. Clea
without the source term,l550 does not satisfy this require
ment, while with the source terml55vx is Galilean invari-
ant. Of course this only matters when the divergence c
straint is not exactly satisfied, because otherwise the w
strength carried by the fifth mode vanishes anyway, as
have shown above. It is interesting to note that the occ
rence of this problem for MHD is related to the fact th
MHD attempts to combine the Lorenz invariant Maxwe
equations with the Galilean invariant Euler equations. Re
tivistic physics thus needs to be reconciled with nonrela
istic physics, and this contributes to the difficulties discuss
here.

Second, for the MHD case the source term form is
unique form of the equations that is symmetrizable15,28

~without using the divergence constraint in the symmetri
tion process!. This may also be true for the SMHD equa
tions. Study of the SMHD symmetrizability properties r
mains a topic for further investigation.

Third, in many conservative, shock-capturing numeri
schemes, the divergence constraint is only satisfied up
discretization error. Inclusion of the source term assures
small¹•(hB) errors are consistently accounted for in a G
ilean invariant way. This stabilizes the numerical schemes
inaccuracies are not accumulated but are advected with
flow. Indeed, from the conservation law form Eq.~3! one can
derive

]

]t
~¹•~hB!!50, ~30!

while for the source term form one obtains

]

]t S ¹•~hB!

h D1~v•¹!S ¹•~hB!

h D50. ~31!

The latter equality means that the quantity¹•(hB)/h is ad-
vected by the flow as a passive scalar. The source term
proach is a highly attractive alternative to the use of an ex
artificial ¹•(hB) correction in every time step obtained v
solution of an elliptic equation, because it consumes m
less computing time and because it cures the¹•(hB) prob-
lems in a way which is more natural for the hyperbolic sy
tem, as pointed out by Powell.23 For MHD this approach has
been tested on many model problems10,23–25and it seems tha
it works properly in many cases.

Use of staggered schemes in which¹•(hB)50 is auto-
matically conserved is an alternative way to obtain sta
schemes which maintain the divergence constraint.29 Re-
cently, several new variants of this approach have been
posed for MHD.30–33It has often been argued that the sour
term approach may not lead to reliable solutions for all typ
of MHD flows ~see, e.g., Ref. 30!. Toth33 gives an explicit
example of a 2D rotated MHD Riemann problem for whi
the source term approach fails to produce a valid solutio

VII. 1D SMHD RIEMANN PROBLEMS

Many modern numerical schemes for hyperbolic cons
vation laws—including, e.g., the Roe scheme34—heavily rely
on decomposition of the dynamics into characteristic wa
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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modes,3,4,12and the theory derived in this paper can serve
the basis for formulating schemes of this type for the SMH
equations. In the Appendix of the present paper a Roe-t
linearization34 of the SMHD equations is given which ca
serve as a building block for accurate shock-capturing
merical schemes.

Numerical simulation studies of 1D and 2D SMH
flows using various characteristic decomposition-based
merical schemes are presently under way, and will be p
sented elsewhere.35 In the present section we describe 1
Riemann problem simulations that illustrate the behavior
simple wave solutions and discontinuities associated with
linearly degenerate and genuinely nonlinear SMHD wa
modes. The numerical solutions are obtained with a sim
second-order Lax–Friedrichs scheme.14,25,36,37The gravita-
tional acceleration constant is takeng51 for all the simula-
tions.

A. Weak Riemann problem

In Fig. 2 we plot the solution of a Riemann problem wi
the initial primitive state vector given byV l

T5(1,0,1,1,1) for
the left half of the simulation domain, and byVr

T5V l
T

11024 (21,0,0,(121024)21,2) for the right half of the
simulation domain. Two magnetogravity waves and two A
fvén waves originate from the locus of the initial discontin

FIG. 2. Weak Riemann problem. The conserved variables are plotte
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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ity and propagate away in the two directions. The magne
gravity waves carry perturbations only inh andh vx , while
the Alfvén waves only perturbvy and h By . Wave mode 5
does not show up in the solution, which confirms our ana
sis that wave mode 5 is spurious and cannot arise due to
¹(hB) constraint. The magnetogravity waves are faster th
the Alfvén waves. The left-going magnetogravity wave is
rarefaction, and the right-going wave is a shock, but due
the small amplitude of the perturbation the response is
most linear and the rarefaction has not had enough time
to spread out noticeably. Another manifestation of the ne
linearity of the response is that the left-going and right-go
waves travel with almost equal speeds, such that the R
mann problem solution is almost symmetrical.

FIG. 3. Strong Riemann problem. The primitive variables are plotted
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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B. Strong Riemann problem

In Fig. 3 we plot the solution of a Riemann problem wi
the initial primitive state vector given byV l

T5(1,0,0,1,0) for
the left half of the simulation domain, and byVr

T

5(2,0,0,0.5,1) for the right half of the simulation domai
Again two magnetogravity waves and two Alfve´n waves
originate from the locus of the initial discontinuity an
propagate away in the two directions. The magnetogra
waves are faster than the Alfve´n waves. This time the right
going magnetogravity wave is a rarefaction, and the le
going wave is a shock. The amplitude of the perturbation
large enough for the rarefaction to spread out noticeably,
for the left-going and right-going waves to travel with di
ferent speeds, such that the Riemann problem solution is
from symmetrical.

Simulations are carried out with a second order La
Friedrichs scheme on a grid of 1000 equidistant points. B
shocks and Alfve´n discontinuities are reasonably well r
solved.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The hyperbolic properties of the newly proposed SMH
equations have been derived. Characteristic analysis has
performed for both the unsteadyxt case and the steadyxy
case. An analytical solution for SMHD simple waves h
been derived. Solutions of the Rankine–Hugoniot relatio
have been classified and their properties have been inv
gated. Thus the building blocks for the full analytical sol
tion of all SMHD Riemann problems have been given. 1
numerical simulation results have been presented of SM
Riemann problems that illustrate the wave properties of
hyperbolic SMHD modes.

The theory presented in this paper provides a basic
scription of nonlinear waves in physical systems that are
scribed by the SMHD equations. The influence of rotation
the properties of SMHD waves is discussed in Sche
et al.13 The theory derived in the present paper can serve
the basis for formulating modern numerical schemes for
SMHD equations that rely on the characteristic deomposi
of hyperbolic systems. A Roe-type linearization34 of the
SMHD equations is given in the Appendix which can ser
as a building block for accurate shock-capturing numer
schemes.

The SMHD equations are presently being used in
study of the dynamics of layers in the solar interior,1,5 and
they may also be applicable to problems involving the f
surface flow of conducting fluids in laboratory and industr
environments.
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APPENDIX: A ROE-TYPE LINEARIZATION

1. Linearized approximate Riemann solvers

Finite volume numerical techniques based on solving
Riemann problems at computational cell interfaces have
come a method of choice for the numerical simulation
conservation laws in 2D and 3D, because using these t
niques robust second-order accurate schemes can be
structed that remain oscillation-free at discontinuities wi
out introducing excessive numerical dissipation.3,4,12,34

Indeed, the decomposition in characteristic waves allows
to apply to each wave mode separately the minimum amo
of numerical dissipation that keeps it from becoming nume
cally unstable.

Solving 1D Riemann problems at cell interfaces exac
is computationally expensive, and therefore the Riema
problems are often only solved approximately. One appro
to solving a Riemann problem with left and right statesUl

andUr in an approximate way is to linearize the conservat
law as

]U

]t
1Ãc~Ul,Ur !•

]U

]x
50, ~A1!

with Ãc(Ul,Ur) the linearized Jacobian matrix of the conse
vation law—written in terms of the conserved variables
chosen to be a function of the left and right statesUl andUr .

This linearized system of equations can easily be sol
exactly for the Riemann problem,3 and a procedure tha
solves these linearized equations to approximate the
nonlinear Riemann problem solution is called a lineariz
approximate Riemann solver.

There is a choice in how one defines the linearized Ja
bian matrix as a function of the left and right statesUl and
Ur . Consistency with the original conservation law requir
that

Ãc~U,U!5Ac~U!, ~A2!

with Ac(U) the exact Jacobian for conserved variables. T
linearized Jacobian matrixÃc(Ul,Ur) needs to have linearly
independent eigenvectors in order for the linearized sys
to be hyperbolic.

A simple choice forÃc(Ul,Ur) that satisfies these re
quirements is

Ãc~Ul,Ur !5AcS Ul1Ur

2 D . ~A3!

Roe34 advocates a more sophisticated choice, and p
poses to look for a linearization that satisfies

DF5Ãc~Ul,Ur !•DU, ~A4!

with DF5F(Ur)2F(Ul) andDU5Ur2Ul.
This property is useful because it guarantees that

linearized approximate Rieman solver solution of a Riema
problem for which the exact solution is a single propagat
discontinuity, is exact. Indeed, the Rankine–Hugoniot re
tions DF5sDU are satisfied for an isolated discontinui
propagating with speeds, and if the linearized Jacobian ma
trix satisfiesDF5Ãc•DU, then
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Ãc•DU5sDU ~A5!

holds, which means that the jump over the isolated disco
nuity is an eigenvector ofÃc , with eigenvaluel i5s. This
means that the propagating isolated discontinuity is the s
tion found by the linearized Riemann solver. The lineariz
approximate Riemann solver that satisfies Roe’s condi
~A4! is thus exact for isolated discontinuities.34 Numerical
schemes that are built on linearized approximate Riem
solvers that satisfy this condition can capture discontinui
more accurately than schemes that use the simple linea
tion ~A3!.

In this Appendix we derive a linearized Jacobian mat
Ãc(Ul,Ur) for the SMHD equations which satisfies Roe
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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condition ~A4!. We use the general procedure for derivin
such a linearization that was described by Balsara.38–40 Bal-
sara applied this systematic approach to derive Roe lin
izations for adiabatic and isothermal MHD,38 and for radia-
tion hydrodynamics and radiation MHD.39,40 In our
derivation we follow the notation that was used by Balsara
Ref. 38.

2. The SMHD Jacobian for conservative variables

For purpose of comparison with the expressions to
derived below, we first give the expressions for the SMH
JacobianAc for conservative variables,
the
Ac5F 0 1 0 0

gh1fx
2/h22mx

2/h2 2mx /h 0 0

2mxmy /h21fxfy /h2 my /h mx /h 2fx /h

2mxfy /h21fxmy /h2 fy /h 2fx /h mx /h

G , ~A6!

and the expressions for its right and left eigenvectors,

Rc5F 0 0 1 1

0 0 mx /h2cgx mx /h1cgx

1 21 my /h my /h

1 1 fy /h fy /h

G , ~A7!

Lc5F 2~fy1my!/~2h! 0 1/2 1/2

2~fy2my!/~2h! 0 21/2 1/2

~mx /h1cgx!/~2cgx! 21/~2cgx! 0 0

2~mx /h2cgx!/~2cgx! 1/~2cgx! 0 0

G . ~A8!

Note that we have left out the evolution equation forfx5h Bx , because this quantity is a constant in space and time for
1D problem we consider here. In what follows we writef in stead offx to emphasize thatfx5f is a constant.

3. Roe linearization

Following Balsara,38 we start out by choosing a so-called parameter vectorW,

W5F w1

w2

w3

w4

G5F Ah
Ah vx

Ah vy

Ah By

G . ~A9!

Note that this parameter vectorW is to be distinguished from the vector of characteristic variablesW that was introduced in
Sec. III B.

We express the vector of conserved variablesU and the flux vectorF„U… as functions of the parameter vector,

U5F w1
2

w1w2

w1w3

w1w4

G , F„U…5F w1w2

w2
21g/2w1

42f2/w1
2

w2w32fw4 /w1

w2w42fw3 /w1

G . ~A10!

We find the linearized JacobianÃc of Roe-type by calculating the matricesB̃ and C̃ as defined by

DU5B̃•DW, DF5C̃•DW, DF5C̃•B̃21
•DU5Ãc•DU. ~A11!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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MatricesB̃ and C̃ are given by

B̃5F 2w̄1 0 0 0

w̄2 w̄1 0 0

w̄3 0 w̄1 0

w̄4 0 0 w̄1

G , ~A12!

and

C̃5F w̄2 w̄1 0 0

2g^w1
2&w̄112f2w̄1 /w1*

4 2w̄2 0 0

fw̄4 /w1*
2 w̄3 w̄2 2fw̄1 /w1*

2

fw̄3 /w1*
2 w̄4 2fw̄1 /w1*

2 w̄2

G , ~A13!

and the resulting expression for the linearized JacobianÃc is

Ãc5F 0 1 0 0

g^w1
2&1f2/w1*

42w̄2
2/w̄1

2 2w̄2 /w̄1 0 0

2w̄2w̄3 /w̄1
21fw̄4 /w̄11/w1*

2 w̄3 /w̄1 w̄2 /w̄1 2f/w1*
2

2w̄2w̄4 /w̄1
21fw̄3 /w̄11/w1*

2 w̄4 /w̄1 2f/w1*
2 w̄2 /w̄1

G . ~A14!
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Here we have used the following notation for various kin
of averages of the components of the parameter vectorW:

w̄i51/2~wil 1wir !,

^w1
2&51/2~w1l

2 1w1r
2 !5~~w̄1!211/4~Dw1!2!, ~A15!

w1* 5Aw1lw1r5A~w̄1!221/4~Dw1!2.

The eigenvalues of the linearized Jacobian are given by

l̃1,25w̄2 /w̄17f/w1*
25 ṽx7 c̃ax ,

~A16!
l̃3,45w̄2 /w̄17Ag^w1

2&1f2/w1*
45 ṽx7 c̃gx ,

with ṽx5w̄2 /w̄1 , c̃ax5f/w1*
2, and c̃gx

5Ag^w1
2&1f2/w1*

4. The right and left eigenvectors ar
given by

R̃c5F 0 0 1 1

0 0 w̄2 /w̄12 c̃gx w̄2 /w̄11 c̃gx

1 21 w̄3 /w̄1 w̄3 /w̄1

1 1 w̄4 /w̄1 w̄4 /w̄1

G ~A17!

and

L̃c5F 2~w̄31w̄4!/~2w̄1! 0 1/2 1/2

2~2w̄31w̄4!/~2w̄1! 0 21/2 1/2

~w̄2 /w̄11 c̃gx!/~2c̃gx! 21/~2c̃gx! 0 0

2~w̄2 /w̄12 c̃gx!/~2c̃gx! 1/~2c̃gx! 0 0

G .

~A18!

Our choice of parameter vector~A9! is justifieda posteriori
by the fact that we obtain expressions for eigenvalues~A16!
and eigenvectors~A17! and~A18! for the linearized Jacobian
that are formally very similar to the expressions for the
genvalues~6! and eigenvectors~A7! and ~A8! of the exact
Downloaded 12 Jul 2001 to 128.138.236.7. Redistribution subject to AI
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Jacobian, with eigenvectors that are linearly independen
can be seen that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are a
tion of the arithmetic averagesw̄i of the components of the
parameter vectors in the left and right states, and of ot
types of averages ofw1l andw1r , as defined in~A15!.

The expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvector
the Roe-type linearization are only slightly more complicat
than the expressions for the exact Jacobian. The cost of u
the Roe-type linearization in order to obtain more accur
discontinuities is thus not substantially larger than the cos
using the simple arithmetic linearization~A3!.

4. Consistent linearization

For some hyperbolic conservation laws, including t
Euler equations, a unique parameter vector can be fo
such that the Roe-type linearization is only a function of t
components of the arithmetic average of the parameter
tors in the left and right states. In this case the lineariz
Jacobian is equal to the exact Jacobian evaluated in a
defined by this arithmetic average.34 Roe calls such a linear
ized Jacobian consistent.34 A consistent linearization is ob
tained when a parameter vector can be found which is s
that both the conserved variables and the flux function
quadratic functions of the parameter vector.

For equations with different types of nonlinearity, whic
include the shallow water equations, the MH
equations,23,38,41and also the SMHD equations, it is not po
sible to find a parameter vector that leads to a lineariza
that is consistent in the sense of Roe.34 A linearized Jacobian
that satisfies Roe’s condition~A4! can still be found, but this
linearized Jacobian is necessarily also a function of ot
types of averages of the parameter vector components
arithmetic averages. Balsara has given a general procedu
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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find such a Roe-type linearization,38–40 and we have used
this procedure in this appendix to derive a Roe-type aver
for the SMHD equations.

It is intuitively clear that when a linearization cannot b
found that is consistent in the sense of Roe, the param
vector should be chosen such that the resulting express
for eigenvalues and eigenvectors are formally close to
expressions for the exact Jacobian.38 This is of pertinent
practical concern when eigenvectors can become degene
as is the case for the MHD equations.38 In the case of SMHD
degenerate eigenvectors are of no concern because eige
ues cannot coincide. Our choice of parameter vector~A9!
leads to resulting expressions for eigenvalues and eigen
tors of the linearized Jacobian that are formally close to
expressions for the exact Jacobian.
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